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Some theorists
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CosmoLike – Multi-Probe Cosmological Likelihood Analyses

CosmoLike aims at consistent multi-probe likelihood analysis including 
1) cross-correlations of observables  
2) high-precision treatment of nuisance parameters 

- Covariances from num sims

- Sophisticated modeling of    
  nuisance parameters

 - Latest num. simulations for  
DM density field modeling

- Computes various statistics  
(power spectra, correlation    
functions, etc)

- Sophisticated computation 
of theoretical covariances

- Parallel MCMC sampler 
(emcee python package)
- data compression 
scheme
- cosmology dependent 
covariances (too slow)
- some ideas for new 
nuisance parameter 
modeling

Cosmological Probes
Modeling 

observables/covariances Statistical Methods 

Implement advanced 
statistical methods
- shrinkage (covariances)
- Advanced Bayesian 
Computation 
- new parameterization 
of the likelihood function

- Weak Lensing
- Galaxy clustering
- Magnification
- Cross probes  
(e.g. galaxy galaxy lensing)

- Cosmic Microwave 
Background (Planck, 
WMAP,...)
- Supernovae Type 1a (e.g. 
SNLS, DES)
- Galaxy Clusters



  

Combining Probes of LSS with CosmoLike
Eifler, Krause, Schneider, Honscheid 2014, MNRAS accepted

 All auto and cross probes of:
- Cosmic shear, magnification, galaxy clustering
- No tomography → weak w_a constr with indiv probes
- Data compression scheme (30 data points for CP)
- Non-Gaussian theory covariances
- Only 1 systematic considered: Bias self-calibration   



  

CosmoLike – Model vector module

Projected correlation functions

Hankel transformationFinite interval integration

COSEBIs/data compression

Systematics
Nuisance

Parameters



  

     Input cosmology:                                                    

Coyote Universe 
Emulator

Eisenstein & Hu TF
Smith et al NL fit formula

Projected Power spectra          

Gaussian Cov                                    

 Survey Parameters:                           

Gaussian Cov                                    

Perturbation 
theory

Halo Model
Tinker bias+mass fct. 

Bhattacharya et al c(M).

Projected Tri spectra        

Halo Sample Variance     
                                            

Non-Gaussian Cov

Summation to full covariance

Repeated integration with different limits and precision to ensure stability of the result

Inversion 
(2 methods: SV and LU decomposition)

Testing scheme:
1) positive definite
2) Eigenvalues = Singular values
3) log(condition number) < computing precision 

CosmoLike – Theory covariance module



  

Survey parameters
- LSST/Euclid scenario 
  (15000 deg^2, 31 g/arcmin^2 )
- 7 cosmological parameters
- basic inclusion of Planck priors 

CosmoLike – Simulated shear tomography analysis 
    PCA mitigation for baryonic uncertainties

Eifler, Krause, Dodelson, Zentner, Hearin, Gnedin (very soon) 

Black x: true underlying cosmology for all sims
Black: DM sim analyzed with DM code
Red: AGN sim analyzed with DM code
Blue: AGN sim analyzed with DM+pca3 marg code
Green: AGN sim analyzed with DM+pca4 marg code



  

Survey parameters
- LSST scenario 
  (15000 deg^2, 31 g/arcmin^2 )
- 7 cosmological parameters

Simulated WL tomography likelihood for
Black: Spectroscopic WL (5000 deg^2, 1 gal/arcm^2)
Red: Spectroscopic WL (15000 deg^2, 1 gal/arcm^2)
Blue: LSST pessimistic shear+photoz error 
Green: LSST optimistic shear+photoz error

CosmoLike – Exploring “spectroscopic weak lensing”
Huff, Krause, Eifler, et al 2013 ArXiv 1311.1489H 



  

CosmoLike Summary

 Homepage: http://www.sas.upenn.edu/~ekrause/CosmoLike/

Becoming a Co-Developer/Collaborator
is very easy:

- You have a data set X and want to constrain Y
- You have an idea, e.g. as a set of equations in latex and want to 
   implement it into CosmoLike 
- You already have code (preferable C) that can be integrated with 
   little alterations
- You have a modeling or covariance code and want to compare

 Please come and talk to
 us if you are interested in 
 more details

http://www.sas.upenn.edu/~ekrause/CosmoLike/


  

Some random thoughts

 Most probes are (highly) correlated, so are their systematics

Coding analysis frameworks is also a social experiment
→ Need expertise from all levels of observations, simulations, theorists, 

statisticians

- Communication platform and coding/comparison workshops 
- Teams with small projects/benchmarks, independent pipelines ?

Combined probes 
analysis

 Combining individual 
probe analyses

≠

Important to check for 
consistency → new physics

Important for tight constraints 
→ new physics

Systematics are important for DES, more so for LSST
- Reduce # of nuisance parameters
- Account for correlation of nuisance parameters and observables
- Need priors on cosmology and systematics → start collecting 
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